Abstract. The symmetric coupling of mixed nite element and boundary element methods is analysed for a model interface problem with the Laplacian. The coupling involves a further continuous ansatz function on the interface to link the discontinuous displacement eld to the necessarily continuous boundary ansatz function. Quasi-optimal a priori error estimates and sharp a posteriori error estimates are established which justify adaptive mesh-re ning algorithms. Numerical experiments prove the adaptive coupling as an e cient tool for the numerical treatment of transmission problems.
Introduction
The combination of nite element methods and boundary element methods was introduced by engineers and later mathematically justi ed in the seventies with papers by Brezzi, Johnson, N ed elec, Bielak, MacCamy among others. Quasi{optimal a priori error estimates for the coupling of nite and boundary elements were then obtained for Lipschitz boundaries, systems of equations, and nonlinear problems (approximated by nite elements), e.g. in GH, W] (see also the literature quoted therein); the symmetric coupling, which is modi ed here, was introduced mathematically by Costabel in Co1] , see also H] .
Automatic adaptive algorithms provide e cient discretisations if based on a rigorous a posteriori error analysis. For the coupling of boundary elements with the standard displacement-oriented version of nite elements, e cient and reliable a posteriori error bounds are derived in Ca1, CaS] . It is the aim of this paper to establish reliable and e cient a posteriori error estimates for the coupling with mixed nite elements and so continue our work CF3, CF4] on the coupling with nonconforming nite elements.
Mixed methods are of particular interest in elasticity where locking phenomena can be circumvented. We refer to BCS] for a stability and a priori error analysis and numerical examples in elasticity.
In this paper, we analyse a model problem Ca1, CF3, GH, W] which involves the Laplacian in a bounded two{dimensional Lipschitz domain with boundary ? = @ and exterior domain c := R 2 n . Given jump conditions u 0 2 H 1 (?), t 0 2 L 2 (?) and a right-hand side f 2 L 2 ( ) we seek functions u 2 H 1 ( ), (1.5)
Here, denotes the Laplacian and n is the exterior unit normal on .
It is known that the interface problem (1.1)|(1.5) has a unique solution if we specify a = 0 (see, e.g., Ca1, CF3, GH, W] ). In the mixed formulation in we split Equation (1.1) into p = ru in ; (1.6) ?div p = f in ;
( 1.7) and recast the condition (1.6) by an integration by parts. a(p; ; q; ) + b(u; q; ) = h g 1 ; q n i + h g 2 ; i; (1.8) b(v; p; ) = ?(f; v);
(1.9)
where we are given data g 1 := u 0 + 1 2 Vt 0 2 H 1=2 (?), g 2 := 1 2 (K + 1)t 0 2 H ?1=2 (?), and f 2 L 2 ( ), and bilinear forms a and b de ned by a(p; ; q; ) := (p; q) + 1 2 h V(p n) ? (K + 1) ; q n i (1.10) + 1 2 h W + (K + 1)(p n); i; b(u; q; ) := (u; div q);
(1.11) for p; q 2 H(div; ), u 2 L 2 ( ), ; 2 H 1=2 (?), and with certain boundary integral operators and Sobolev spaces (described in Section 2). The L 2 ( )-scalar product is written as ( ; ) while h ; i denotes the duality pairing between H s (?) and H ?s (?) (de ned by extending the scalar product in L 2 (?)). We remark that := u c j ? .
The discretisation of (1.8)|(1.9) consists essentially in replacing the above Sobolev spaces by nite dimensional subspaces M H(div; ), L L 2 ( ), and S H 1=2 (?) and so involves nite element spaces M named after Raviart{Thomas, Brezzi-Douglas-Marini, and Brezzi-Douglas-FortinMarini.
A complete a priori and a posteriori error analysis is presented in this paper, which is organised as follows. The Sobolev spaces and the related boundary integral operators are recalled from the literature with their relevant mapping properties in Section 2. Also we quote some basic facts around the representation formula which is required to recast the exterior part of the interface problem and to establish the mixed weak formulation (1.8)|(1.9). The discretisation is described in Section 3 where quasi-optimal convergence is shown in an a priori error analysis. An a posteriori error analysis is given in Section 4 which provides a reliable and e cient computable error bound. The proof is based on a Helmholtz-decomposition as in Al, Ca2] ; but here without orthogonality: the interface conveys Dirichlet and Neumann conditions simultaneously and so additional considerations are necessary that rely on the positive de niteness of the single layer potential and hypersingular integral operator. The upper error bound can be evaluated elementwise and so serves as an error indicator in an adaptive mesh-re ning algorithm proposed in Section 5, where we also sketch our numerical implementation. Numerical examples are reported in the concluding Section 6 which con rm our theoretical convergence results and illustrate the practical performance of the scheme.
We nally stress that the model situation could be generalised to other operators, e.g. to inhomogeneous elliptic operators such as linear elasticity BCS], or other dimensions (with adopted radiation conditions (1.3)). Moreover we might add Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions or further right-hand sides.
Preliminaries
Let H s ( ) denote the usual Sobolev spaces LM] with the trace spaces H s?1=2 (?) (s 2 R) for a bounded Lipschitz domain with boundary ?. Let k k H k (!) and j j H k (!) denote the norm and semi-norm in H k (!) for ! and an integer k. The space H(div; ) := fq 2 L 2 ( ) 2 : div q 2 L 2 ( )g is equipped by its natural norm k k H(div; ) 
Given v 2 H 1=2 (?) and 2 H ?1=2 (?), the boundary integral operators in (1.10){(1.11) are de ned, for z 2 ?, by (V ) Lemma 2.1 ( CoS] The problem (1.1)|(1.5) has a unique solution and so the equivalent problem (1.8)|(1.9) has a unique solution as well. Note that = u c j ? = uj ? ?u 0 and = @u c =@nj ? = @u=@nj ? ?t 0 = p n?t 0 .
Multiplying (1.6) by q 2 H(div; ) and integrating by parts we obtain (p; q) + (div q; u) = h uj ? ; q n i = h u c j ? + u 0 ; q n i:
Substitution of u c by (2.3) shows (1.8) for = 0. The weak form of (2.4) gives (1.8) for q = 0 and arbitrary 2 H ?1=2 (?). Finally, the weak form of
( 1.7) is (1.9).
Notice that W1 = 0 = (1 + K)1 (proved by (2.1) for ( ; ) = (1; 0) and a = 1). Thus the variable is determined in (2.3)|(2.4) up to an additive constant and we x this constant by h ; 1 i = 0, i.e. 2 H 1=2 (?)=R. (u c is unique because of a = 0 while acts as a layer in the boundary integral operators and is non-unique, but ? u c j ? is constant.)
The preceeding calculations establish (1.8)|(1.9) and the same arguments yield the reverse implication and so prove equivalence.
Discrete problem and a priori error analysis
Assume that the triangulation T of the domain with polygonal boundary ? is regular in the sense of Ciarlet BS] and that each T 2 T is a closed triangle with interior angles greater than the (universal) constant c > 0 and diameter h T > 0. On the boundary ? there is a mesh G := fE 2 E : E ?g induced by the set of edges E of triangles in T . The length of an edge E 2 E is h E := diam(E). On the boundary ?, we consider continuous ansatz functions that include the G-piecewise a nes, i.e., S 1 (G) := fw 2 C(?) : 8 E 2 G; wj E a neg; (3.1) S 1 (G)=R := fw 2 S 1 (G) : h w; 1 i = 0g S H 1=2 (?):
Let L L 2 ( ) and M H(div; ) be nite element spaces subordinated to T BF] which satisfy the LBB-condition, i.e.,
For each V 2 L, Q 2 M, and T 2 T we suppose that V j T and Qj T are polynomials and that L includes T -piecewise constant functions. Then the discrete interface problem reads: Seek (P; U; ) 2 M L S satisfying, for all (Q; V; ) 2 M L S, a(P; ; Q; ) + b(U; Q; ) = hg 1 ; Q n i + hg 2 ; i; (3.4) b(V ; P; ) = ?(f; V ): (3.9)
The last line of (3.8) is bounded by the right-hand side of (3.6) and the second last line equals the left-hand side of (3.9). From this resulting estimate and the triangle inequality, we conclude the proof. RT P 2 k x P k P k BDM P 2 k+1 P k BDFM fq 2 P 2 k j(q n)j E 2 P k (E); E @Tg P k Theorem 4.1. Suppose is simply connected and assume (4.2). Then there exists a positive constant C which depends only on c and , such that there holds which is a higher-order approximation term as we expect at most linear convergence for the lowest order schemes. Thus, we generically could neglect this higher order contribution. 
as in (4.14). According to (4.5), (4.7), and since (K + 1) is dual to (K + 1), Gathering (4.13), (4.14), (4.19)|(4.21), and (4.23) together, we obtain with Cauchy's inequality
From the mapping properties of the single layer potential operator and (4.8), we deduce 
Here we used (4.14), (4.29) and (4.31). This and the above estimate of kd nk H ?1=2 (?) conclude the proof of (4.4). 
This global reliable estimate is sharp in the sense that, up to higher oder approximation errors, the reverse inequality is true in a local form.
Let N(T) denote the union of all triangles that share one vertex with T 2 T and let N(E) denote the union of the at most two triangles that share E 2 E as an element side.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose P is a T -piecewise polynomial and let f T denote the integral mean of f on T 2 T . Then, there is an h T -independent constant c 17 > 0 (which depends only on c and the piecewise polynomial degrees) such that for each T 2 T c 17 (T) 2 k p ? P k 2 L 2 (N(T)) (4.40)
Proof. As all the terms can be evaluated with inverse inequalities and approximation errors of higher order as indicated in V], we may refer to Al, Ca1, Ca2, Ca3, CF4] and omit the details.
Remark 4.6. The summation of (4.40) over all elements yields a global estimate in which the integral operator errors can be recast as in Ca1, CF4] adopting arguments of Ca3] for quasi-uniform meshes on the boundary. resp. h ?;min denote the maximal resp. minimal mesh size of the boundary elements in G and~ denotes the G-piecewise constant integral mean of p n and the G-piecewise a ne~ approximates in H 1 (?).
This inequality establishes that the error indicator is generically e cient for triangulations with quasi-uniform meshes on the boundary. Indeed, for smooth data and solutions, the terms kh T Remark 4.7. The estimate (4.41) shows that (T) is a local estimator. Even for T at the interface ?, the boundary contributions may be regarded as pseudo-local (according to the pseudo-locality of pseudo-di erential operators).
Adaptive Algorithm and implementation
Given a local error indicator (T) which is (even locally) related to the local error (in Theorem 4.2), we may follow the standard approach in residual based adaptive mesh-re ning algorithms and employ the following scheme. We refer to V] for details on the red-green-blue re nement we employed. The adaptive algorithm is implemented in Matlab and we conclude this section with some remarks on the numerical Matlab-realisation before we report on numerical examples to illustrate the practical performance in the subsequent section.
The dualities on the left hand side, e.g. (P; Q); (U; divQ), h VP n; Q n i and h K ; Q n i where P; Q; U; are piecewise constant or piecewise linear (scalar or vector valued) functions can be calculated almost analytically.
On the right-hand side for given functions f 2 L 2 (?), u 0 2 H 1 (?), and t 0 2 L 2 (?) we compute R f j dx via a mid-point quadrature rule on any triangle T and the integrals h Q n; u 0 i, h t 0 ; V i and the integral meant 0 of t 0 are approximated by a 8-point Gaussian quadrature formula. (See CF3, CF4] and the literature quoted there for terms with integral operators.)
In the rst numerical example in the subsequent section the potentials u and u c and hence its gradient p = ru are known explicitly. Hence the L 2 ( )-norms of u?U and p?P can be calculated via the 7-point quadrature rule of order 6 from Ab, Formula 25.4. The solution has a typical corner singularity such that the convergence rate of the h{version with a uniform mesh does not lead to the optimal convergence rate even though the right-hand side is smooth.
Tab. 1 resp. Tab. 2 display the numerical results for a sequence of uniform resp. meshes generated by Algorithm 5.1. We show the number of degree of freedom N, the energy-norm of the corresponding error jjje N jjj := (k p ? P k 2 L 2 ( ) + k (p ? P) n k 2 Fig. 2 , where the coarse grid is shown as well.
Algorithm 5.1 produces a sequence of unstructured meshes as shown in Fig. 5 . For the coarse mesh the problem behaves like a crack problem and as the mesh is more and more re ned around ? D;j , it models a domain with re-entrant corners of the Dirichlet boundary. The solution for this problem with N = 51724 (9th grid) is shown in Fig. 3 and a magni cation of the adaptively re ned mesh around ? D;1 is provided in Fig. 4 . The meshes are highly re ned at corners of the Dirichlet boundary as expected. There is no additional re nement on the coupling boundary due to the coupling compared with pure FEM-modelling. As shown in Fig. 3 symmetric to the x-and y-axis. The streamlines displayed give knowledge of gradients of the potential. Although we are using mixed nite elements in the streamlines appear smooth, also near the coupling boundary. In Fig. 6 we plot the a posteriori error estimate N for uniform and adaptive meshes (from Fig. 5 ). The convergence rate of N is approximately 1 for the adaptive meshes and 0:7 for uniform meshes. (A slope ?1=2 in 6 corresponds to an experimental convergence rate 1 owing to N / h ?2 in two dimensions.) As expected, the a posteriori error estimate N decreases considerably faster for adaptively re ned meshes with quasi-optimal convergence rate. This supports that the adaptive is more e cient than an uniform discretisation. 
